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Abstract

A real-space quasllinear theory is developed for the

collisional and the collisionless drift waves in a plasma with

a sheared magnetic field of slab geometry. The equation obtained

describes the interaction between many localized modes around

different rational surfaces through the density modulation of

the energy source region of each mode. The wave amplitudes

approach to- the stationary values through a relaxation oscillation

process. When the width xo of the energy source region becomes

comparable to the spacing Ax of the two adjacent rational

surfaces, diffusion coefficient due to the wave is enhanced

over the classical value, while the nonlocal heat transport

due to the wave propagation is shown to be negligible compared

to that associated with the diffusion process.
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§1. Introduction

The present paper discusses the quasilinear modification of

the density profile due to drift waves (either collisional or

collisionless) in a plasma with a sheared magnetic field and the

associated particle and heat transport across the magnetic field.

Sagdeev and Galeev ' investigated the effect of the quasilinear

process on the collisionless drift wave in a uniform magnetic

field. They showed that the growth of the collisionless drift

wave saturates as a result of the quasilinear modification of the

electron velocity distribution function. This process can,

however, be readily suppressed by weak electron-electron
2) ?)

collisions . Results of the recent computer simulation

also indicates the importance of the real space, rather than

the velocity space, quasilinear effect. We shall show below some

dynamical, as well as saturation effects of the real-space quasi-

linear process on the drift wave and estimate the resulting

particle and heat fluxes.

We consider a Tokamak plasma treated by a slab model with the

density gradient in the x-direction. We assume for simplicity

that the electron and the ion temperatures, T and T., as well as

the unperturbed density-gradient scale length, L =|dlnN(x)/dx|~1,

are constant. We also assume that L is much greater than the

wavelength of the drift wave. In a sheared magnetic field, the

parallel wavenumber kH (parallel to the magnetic field) vanishes

on one of the rational magnetic surfaces where the safety factor

q assumes a rational value. The spacing of the two adjacent

rational surfaces is given by
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A X =

where L is the magnetic shear length, e the inverse aspect ratio

and k the wavenumber component perpendicular to both the magnetic

field and the density gradient. For L k>>(L /L )V2(£/q)V* there
IJ S il

are many rational surfaces. As we shall show below, Ax is greater

than the localization length of the energy source region of the

wave, provided that

for the collisional drift wave and

for the collisionless wave, where a. is the ion Larmour radius,

oj the frequency of the wave, vo the electron-ion collision

frequency and m , m. are the electron and the ion mass res-

pectively. We assume that the condition (?) or (3) is satisfied.

Then waves localized to the vicinity of different rational surfaces

can be treated incoherent to each other. Near each rational

surface, the plasma density is locally flattened by tha quasi-

linear effect to the extent that the linearly most unstable mode

becomes marginally stable. Under this condition, there is only

one mode excited in the vicinity of each rational surface. The

situation we have in mind can then be described by a train of

mutually incoherent localized eigenmodes (localized to the rational



magnetic surfaces) with a step-like density profile as shown in

Fig.l.

In 12, we derive the quasilinear set of equations for the

wave amplitudes and the density profile. Steady state solution

and its stability are investigated in §3. Finally in %Ht we

estimate the particle and the heat transport coefficients due

to the drift wave.

§2. Derivation of the Quasilinear System

In a homogeneous magnetic field, the linear dispersion
h)

relation for the drift wave is given by

1 (4-)
I r-| -/\ iw. | + Tj_/\ J t

where

eo

Y- represents the ion Landau damping coefficient, n=T./T ,

0)S=cTek/eBLn, A=Io(b)exp(-b), b=k2a±
2, ai

2=-a±
2dlnA(b)/db,

v.2 =T.,_/m. and k is the x-component of the wavenumber.

In deriving the dispersion relation, we assumed that

kx
2
ai

2, k, 2v AVu
a«l.
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We first focus our attention on a particular mode represented

by the electrostatic potential <p(x}t)exp[i(ky--a)t) ], where <f

depends only slowly on time (slow as compared to w~l) and the

frequency to is determined by the expression (4). We choose the

rational surface of this mode at x=0 and denote the magnetic field
T? A. A.

as B=B0[2+(x/L )y], where y and z are the unit vectors in the y

and z directions, respectively. The parallel wavenumber is then

given by k, =xk/L • Assuming the ordering, of1 3/3t~a.232/3x2

5 X

~(k;/v.A))
2<<1, we can then derive the following form of equation

for the envelope <p in the presence of the magnetic shear,

where we used the dimensionless variables,

T - "fc/to , t-e « (I + V A ) /(l+1)

S(=2L a.[l+n-A]/L a.A) denoting the shear strength, and the
n i s i .

function 3(C,x) is given by

V C C A J J N i J (coil.•*••• «
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x being the characteristic width of the energy source region

defined by

a a.- (i -»'* /a*;) I A (4; / w ) V x / £

Note that in deriving eq.(6) we have ignored the velocity-space

quasilinear effect on the assumption that there exists an

efficient Maxwellization process due to electron-electron

collisions.

As shown in Pig.2, the real space can be divided into three

regions depending on the value of |x|. First in the region where

|x|ocs, the drift wave is excited by subtracting energy from the

parallel motion of the electrons. We refer to this region as the

source region. Secondly, in the region where x <|x|<x =2a\/S,

the wave propagates with practically no damping or growth (the

propagation region). Finally, in the region where |x[>x , the

wave damps by the ion Landau damping (the absorption region). As

we can see from this figure, the wave amplitude has a peak in the

source region with a tail extending up to the. points x=±x . Using

eqs.(l) and (12), we can show that the condition (2) or (3)

quarantees the inequality, Ax>x . If furthermore x >Ax, the tail
s a

of the wave envelope covers several rational surfaces. Under this

condition, the drift wave can cause a nonlocal transport of energy

across the magnetic field, while the particle transport occurs

only "locally" in the source region. The two inequalities,
x >Ax>x . can be combined to give the relevant wavenumber regiona s

as follows:
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Now the function 3(£»f) is peaked in t:-c source region,

|£|<6, where 6 is the value of |£| at x~x . If we first ignore

T-dependence of g(5,f), the solution of eq.(6) can be obtained by

imposing the boundary condition that the wave is outgoing at

15 |->•<». The growth rate y foi> the fundamental mode is then

obtained as

The spacial profile of the nomalized intensity, \ef/T | 2, remains

approximately constant in the source region, since x8 is much

greater than x . Denoting this constant value by I(t), we can

solve eq.(6) in the propagation region, where 6 is negligible,in

terms of the Weber function D , to obtain

where v= -yto-l/2.

Before deriving the particle transport equation, we note the

relation

SF (~V" ) "* T V" TT oET ~ ̂  ""* " , ('* )

where vrt is the parallel component of the electron velocity.

Equation (16) indicates that the momentum in the direction of

the density gradient is originated from the parallel kinetic

energy. In other words, the particle diffusion occurs mainly in
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the source region. Since in the source region the ions are

unmagnetized, i.e. a.>xo, the particle diffusion is likely to be

ambipolar.

We next derive the equation for the particle density. The

average flux density in the x-direction is given by

> > —

where fi is the fluctuating part of the electron density and <xF

gives the phase difference between n andy . Equation (17)

corresponds to the contribution of a single mode. Since different

modes are incoherent, the total flux density can be obtained by a

simple sum of the contributions of all the different modes.

Denoting the rational surface of the i-th mode by x=x., we obtain

from the electron continuity equation,

where the suffix i denotes the i-th wave mode.

Using eq.(10), we can then derive from eq.(l8) the following

equation for a.(x,t),

JL «.; Cx,-e ) =

where C=(2/u))(cTek/eB)
2, P=P(x) |e5>/Te |

 2/I, and Dc is the

classical diffusion constant. Equation (19), combined with eq.

(14) and the equation



completes the quasilinear system of equations.

13. Steady State Solution and Its Stability

The saturation state can be obtained by setting the left-

-hand sides of eqs.(19) and (20) equal to zero. Since the density

modification takes place only locally In the source regions, we

can impose the boundary condition that the density gradient

averaged over the spacing of tne rational surfaces is fixed to

the unpert'^bed value. Namely, denoting the spacing at the i-th

rational surface by Ax., we impose the boundary condition

I

7\
'' AY •

where a.(x) is the steady state solution of eq.(19):

_

D and I*, being constants which are to be determined from eq.(21)

and Yi(t)=O. In order to estimate D and T^ we use a model of

step function 8(x -|x-x.|) for F(x-x.) and F(x-x.) (but keep the
S X 3. X

interaction coefficients F(x.-x.) in their original forms), and

the spacing Ax. is assumed to take the same value Ax for all 1.

The results are

;
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and

is xs

AX -

Let us next examin the stability of this stationary state.

Introducing the perturbation 1.(+) by the relation,

and linearizing eqs.(19) and (20) with respect to the perturbation,

we obtain

IS £

I Fix X>)T T f+M J

where the propagator G(t) is defined by

-x«

G(x, x1, t) being the solution of the diffusion equation

with the initial condition G(x, x', 0) = <S(x-x'). 'The dispersion

relation is then obtained by the Fourier transform of eq.(27) as
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where

= j

and the matrix A.. is defined by

This matrix is positive definite; i.e. the eigenvalues are all

positive, if all Ii's are equal. In this case, denoting one of

the eigenvalues by X, we have

^ - i. <*+>-)• <«>
This equation determines the stability of the stationary state;

i.e. it is stable when Im oi<G and unstable when Tm w>0. Since

the exact form of G(u; is too complicated to deal with analy-

tically, we use again the model of step function for P and P as

before. Equation (29), and hence eq.(28), can then be solved by

Laplace transformation. Substituting the result into eq.(33)

then yields the following dispersion relation:

= -2

(3-+)
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oto 01 o Dto
which r e p r e s e n t s t h e s a t u l a t i o n l e v e l and z=[-4iS>x_2a /cioD] •

s s

with Rez>0.

One can show that the solution of eq.(3<0 always has a negativ

imaginary part, i.e. lm 2<0, so that the stationary state

represented by eq.(^ij) is stable against the perturbation. In

particular, in two limiting cases, s-K) and s-*-00, we have

to .=:

D
A r.

L

The relaxation of the perturbation tends to be oscillatory as the

saturation level s increases.

%h. Particle and Heat Transport.

As noted in §2, the particle gains momentum from the wave

only in the source region so that the particle transport is local,

whereas the energy can be carried by the wave from the source

region to the absorption region resulting in a nonlocal heat

transport.

Let us first consider the particle transport. Since the

density profile is locally flattened in the source region near

each rational surface, the density profile outside the source

regions becomes steepened. The saturation value of the particle

flux is given by
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r x = 2 f ^ s i J 5
(35-)

D c) N/L,. , • . .

where D depicts the enhancement of the diffusion constant and

can be evaluated using the results of §3 as

•v i+oio Lo L «/ (AX-2Xs)

which is .less than the classical value D when x <<Ax, but can
c s

exceed D when x increases up to the value [1- £ F(x.-x.)(ao-ot )c s jJfi i j s

/a 1AX/2, where the expression for D diverges.s %r

We next consider the nonlocal heat transport. For a given

mode, the energy flux Q. carried by the wave in the positive

x-direction in the propagation region is determined from the

equation

where kQ is the electron Debye wavenumber. Using eq.(6), we

obtain

Since the asymptotic form of y'(C) for large £ at the steady state

is given by <f ~5~V2exp(-i5
2/t(), the spatial dependence of Q+

arises only through the density n. To calculate the total heat

flux Q due to all the wave modes, we have to take into account

the cancellation of the fluxes in the positive and the negative

x-directions. Noting that the width of the propagation region is

of the order of x and that there are x /Ax rational surfaces ora a
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wave modes, we find

This result for the thermal diffusivity K. can be given a simple

physical interpretation as follows: we first note that in the

classical theory of heat transport by particles, \ is given by

v X , where X is the electron mean free path. The corresponding

expression for the wave transport is given by (x0/to)xoJ where
a

is of the order of the group velocity of the wave. The wave

energy density per mode is (e«f/T ) 2 times the kinetic energy

density of the particles and there are x /Ax number of modes in

the interval xo.
a.

Since Q and the wave contribution r (=r +D -^-) to r are

both proportional to |etf/T |2, we can estimate this ratio without

knowing the saturation level. The result is

Q. OW-tci Xc? / A X M.o<0

T"

1 + 0/(

We can see from eq.ClO) that the nonlocal heat flux due to the

drift waves always remains to be negligible as compared to the

heat flux associated with the diffusion process under the

conditions studied in the present paper.
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Figuie captions

Pig. 1. There is no overlaping of the energy source region -

(or diffusion region). Each mode can be regarded as

incoherent to each other, although their profiles overlap.

Pig. 2, Three regions (source region, propagation region and

absorption region) for the mode localized to a given rational

surface denoted by x=0. The source region: |x|<x ; the

propagation region: x <|x|<x ; the absorption region:

x <|x|, where x =2a~./S and-x_ is, defined by eg. (12).
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